Virtual Hosting Service

Realise the full benefit of migrating your computing needs to the cloud!
Turn your Capex into Opex

What is Virtual Hosting?
Virtual Hosting delivers computer infrastructure to your business
on an Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) model, enabling an easy
migration of your enterprise-wide computing operations to the
cloud in the form of virtual machines.
The Virtual Hosting Service provides:



Computing resources and storage (CPU, memory, disk)



Flexible Microsoft licensing



Managed Cloud Firewall



Internet Access

Reliable and redundant

Why host with Clarotech?


A complete IT solution to host your applications and data in
the cloud.



Single point of contact to manage your computing platform
and custom virtual machines.



Personalised, bespoke services.



Industry leading technical support at a fixed monthly fee with
our Managed Support Service.

The Virtual Hosting Service is implemented on a high availability
platform designed according to industry standard best practices.
There is no single point of failure on the platform, which is
powered by VMware, the industry’s virtualization leader. Plus
with the backup and disaster recovery service, virtual machines
can be backed up to an off-site location, allowing for quick
recovery and minimal disruption to the business — that’s
complete peace of mind!

Flexibility is crucial
Virtual Hosting enables a virtual machine to be scaled up to
easily meet an increase in demand. Your computing power can
quickly be scaled up or down as needs change so that you only
ever pay for the resources that you need.

Additional Services


ClaroConnect and ClaroNet



Managed Support Services



Active Directory Service



Cloud Backups



Cloud Disaster Recovery



Managed Cloud Firewall (with optional UTM)



Managed Endpoint Protection

Call 021 689 5330

Virtual Hosting improves cash flow by reducing
capital expenditure on server hardware, software and network
equipment. It also reduces your spend on the maintenance and
support of infrastructure. because it is much faster to deploy,
businesses have minimal project start-up cost and enjoy
predictable on-going operating expenses.

Security is paramount
Virtual machines are provisioned in an isolated data center
(separated from other tenants) with 24-hour security. Plus you
can protect your virtual machines from cyber attacks with our
Managed Endpoint Protection and Cloud Firewall Services.
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